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INTRODUCTION

This report describes an electromagnetic survey carried 
out over two claims .located In Mann Township approximately 20 miles 
northeast of timmins. These claims form part of a group referred 
to as Mann-4 and were surveyed on July 1-8, 1972.

The ground was staked as part of a follow up program of 
an AEM survey conducted in the spring of 1971 and covers a feature 
that extends westward from the leased group of claims held by 
Jonsmith Mines Limited.

Amax Potash Limited staked the claims and recorded them 
on May 11, 1972.

The precise location of the claims are as specified 
below.

Claim Number Lot Concession

P-320274 SE 1/4 of N 1/2 Lot 7 2

P-320275 NE 1/4 of N 1/2 Lot 7 2

The survey was concentrated in the southeast part of the 
claim group where it was hoped that a ground conductor extending 
from the Jonsmith property might be detected.

ACCESS

An old wagon road along the one mile concession line in 
Newmarket Township intersects highway 11 near the village of 
Devonshire. The property is reached by travelling westward on this 
road for 9 miles then on a drill road established by Jonsmith Mines 
for another mile onto the claim group. The condition of the roads 
deteriorate rapidly as they extend westward and are passably only 
by muskeg type tractor for the last 5 miles.

There is another series of muskeg trails that come down 
from the northeast that could serve as an alternate route to the 
property.

Index map number l locates the claim group.
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HISTORY

The claims surveyed were once part of the Jonsmith property 
and as such were subjected to various electromagnetic and magnetometer 
surveys. In addition at least 3 diamond drill hoies^were put down 
within our present claim group.

In 1964 Jonsmith Mines launched a major diamond drilling 
program concentrated east of claim P-320274 in order to determine 
the extent of interesting base metal mineralization encountered in 
graphitic zones within felsic volcanics.

GEOLOGY

A large outcrop in the southeast part of claim P-320274 
was mapped by Jonsmith Mines to be composed of basic intrusives 
varying from serpentinite to gabbro.

Diamond drill holes put down by Jonsmith Mines on claim 
P-320274 intersected felsic volcanics and agglomerates on the 
south contact of the basic intrusive. West of line zero there is 
no outcrop and the ground becomes lpw f flat and swampy and is 
underlain by glacial lacustrine clays.

Preliminary map No. P-755 issued by the Ontario Division 
of Mines covers the property and compiles the geology of Mann 
Township.

PRESENT SURVEY

A 400' grid was established over the claim group 1n June 
1972 by Ingamar Exploration Inc. of Timmins, Ontario. The .baseTine. 
ms cut at^n aTimiith pf 3.]fi 0 in order to pass through the center 
of the claim group. Cross lines were turned off at right angles 
to the base line and cut and chained every 100' to the claim 
boundaries. A total of 4.4 miles-.of cross line and base line were 
cut over the property.

A Crone large loop V.E.M. system employing two receivers 
was used to complete the electromagnetic survey. Readings were 
taken at 100' stations. The survey was completed by Amax Exploration 
employees L. Britt and R. Roussain on July 1-8, 1972.
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The survey data was plotted onto a grid map at a scale 
,of 1" = 400' and profiled at a scale of l" * 40 0 .

A total of foi^r conductgr axes were detected in the course 
of the survey. A series of three axes form a short (800') weak 
conductor from L16E to L8E running parallel to the base line near 
stations 5-6 south.

There is one isolated weak response at 1+OON on line 12E, 
this feature does not have any continuity to the west.

Each of these features lie on or close to the margin of 
a mafic plug as previously defined by a magnetic survey carried 
out by Arnax Potash Limited.

It appears that these conductors represent the sheared 
margins of this mafic body as they do not appear to have any 
continuity in any direction. The balance of the survey carried out 
over ground underlain by volcanics detected nothing of significance.

A tofol of 201 readings (hnth frequencies^ were read 
from 106 stations.This work was concentrated on claims P-320274 
'and P-320275^

The electromagnetic survey has evaluated the southeast 
part of the claim group and eliminated the possibility of any 
large bedrock conductor present in that area.

Submitted by
R.J. Rousain.



APPENDIX

SURVEY METHOD AND INSTRUMENT DATA 

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

Any alternating magnetic field will induce an electrical 
eddy current in the medium through which the magnetic field 
passes. If a source of an alternating magnetic field is located 
near a conductive body, anomalously strong eddy currents will be 
induced in the deposit due to its high electrical conductivity. 
Electrical currents induced in the conductive body will produce 
a secondary magnetic field proportional to the intensity of current 
flow.

A receiver coil tuned to the frequency of the transmitting 
device will pick up both the directly transmitted signal and the 
eddy current signal.

VFM elprtrnmapnpt^ ufl-jfr wac used in thlS Survey.
The unit consists of a vertically mounted, battery powered 
transmitting coil operating at frequencies of 1800 and 480 cps. 
and a receiving coil tuned to tfie transmitting frequency, an 
inclinometer, an amplifier and a headset.

Throughout the survey, the transmitter and receiver were 
separated by distances of 400 and 800 feet. The plane of the 
transmitter coil was oriented so that the transmitter was vprtiral 
and pointed towards the receiver. Orientation -was obtained using 
a plate on which predetermined receiver positions were plotted. 
Stations were read at one hundred foot intervals. At all times, 
TThe receiver "f a^ed" foe transmitter. The results obtained are 
dip angles t measured in degrees. The dip angles are obtained by 
first orienting the receiving coil about a vertical axis until a 
null or minimum signal is obtained, and then rotating the coil 
about a horizontal axis until a null or minimum signal is obtained. 
The angle which the magnetic field makes with the horizontal is 
recorded as a "dip" or "tilt" angle. In the absence of a conductor 
the dip angle will be zero since no secondary field is present. 
In the presence of a conductor the axis of the receiver coil 
points towards the conductor and the plane of the coil away from 
the conductor. In the presence of a conductor, the secondary 
magnetic field is usually displaced from the primary in phase as 
well as direction so that the total field is elliptically polarized. 
The receiver cannot then be nulled completely but a minimum being 
an indication of the phase displacement.

Hit an.n1 pg arp plnt.t.PfJ as profiler. the zero or 
"crossover" point indicating the focus of the conductor axis.



Once a conductor axis has been established, the 
transmitter is set up over the conductor and lines are read on 
both sides of the transmitter and the conductor axis is traced 
out by "leap frogging" from "crossover" to "crossover".

SPECIFICATIONS

Operating Frequencies; 480 and 1800 cycles per second

Maximum Range: Up to 800 foot separation between transmitter 
and receiver on high power for a   null width 
at both 480 and 1800 cps.

Depth of Exploration: Roughly half the distance between
transmitter and receiver under optimum 
conditions.
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PROJECTS 
SECTION

Type of Survey Electromagnetic
Township or Area- 

Claim holder(s) ——

Mann Township
Amax Potash Limited

Suite 13Q2 f 7 King St. E..Toronto. M5C 1A2.
Author of Report R. J. Roussaln^——————^—————

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

255 Algonquln Blvd. W.. Timmins, Ontario
July 1-8, 197? ̂ —————— 

(linccutting to office)
Covering Dates of 

Total Miles of Line cut

t

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical

—Electromagneti

—Magnetometer.

—Radiometric—
—Other————
Geological.

Geochemical.

P'(prefix)' 

P

.320275'.;......
(number)

320274

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer Electromagnetic
(enter days per claim)

. April 24. 1973 SIGNATURE:
Report or Agent

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol. ̂
Previous Surveys v^^f

i
M•s

Qualifications
A.

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

pproved by- -date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. -date.

l

TOTAL CLAIMS 2



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEY^

Number of Stations____106 
Station interval_______TOO'
Line snarincr 400spacing.

.Number of Readings. 201

Profile scale or Contour intervals T1 g 4Q 0 for d"|p angle V.E.M. Survey
(specify for each type of lurvey) ,

MAGNETIC

Instrument.

Accuracy - Scale constant — 

Diurnal correction method. 

Base station location——^—

ELECTROMAGNETIC

instrument_______Crone Vertical Loop
Coil configuration. 
Coil separation —— 

Accuracy-————— 

Method: 

Frequency————

Parameters measured. 
GRAVITY

Instrument—————

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Vertical LOOP
40Q'-8QQ'

2 0 per scale division
Fixed transmitter 
1800 - 480 OPS

D Shoot back D Inline D Parallel line

dip angle
(specify V.L.F. station)

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy—^^————————————
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

Instrument—————-————————————.
Time domain. 
Frequency——
Power————

Frequency domain. 
. Range_______

Electrode array,— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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INDEX MAP

Mann -4

ifiw sw o

LOT 7

CON.

,8E
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LOT 6

^ l" s 1 /2 Mi.

LEGEND:

INSTRUMENT - CRONE VtM 

FREQUENCIES - H,gh -- - - '800 cpi. 

Low .————. 480 cps 

TRANSMITTER LOCATION - /3\ 

CONDUCTOR AXIS - ^ 

PROFILE SCALE - l" ^ 40 0 

OPERATORS - " Rouiiotn. C Britt 

DATE - July 1-8, 1972

AX E X P L O R A T l O NO

VERTICAL LOOP SURVEY

MANN -4

Mann Township, Ontario

NTS. No. 42 A/14,15

SCALE

PROJECT 414

.1=400'
Assessment Report - VEM
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